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CURTAIN

8-02-15
HP)  ( I was lifting Praises.  When I got to the area between the kitchen and dining room 
which is a large opening)   curtain of Praises;   yes, you are correct, there is purpose for 
this curtain;   due time I shall reveal;   now, give thanks and Praise for it;   massive;   
continue, continue, continue in Praise;   Praise for the Chosen;   they soon will grasp 
also;   (I was giving Praises for the Chosen, when I got to the curtain and was Praising 
before it)  this too shall rent

8-04-15
HP)   (As I was Praising before His curtain)   soon;

8-08-15
HP)  (I prayed for truth of Praise to come forth; the truth of every facet to come forth.   I 
was lifting and thrusting up true Praises to Him.   When I got around to the curtain)   
soon;   yes, you shall soon witness the renting; ;

9-15-15
HP)  ( I was stirring and came to the curtain.)  not yet;   patience;   a virtue I give;  

11-24-15
HH)   approach with care;   Holy, Holy, Holy;   Holy, Holy, Holy;   Holy, Holy, Holy;   
absorb from My presence;   yes, Child, I desire for you to absorb of Me;   the curtain 
soon, the curtain soon, the curtain soon;   expect, be not surprised;  

3-18-16
HP)   (I impregnated the Praises in this room also with all of Him and sent them across 
the lands, the water, the airways, and heavenlies and the prairies of Kansas.  I sent 
them north, west, south, and as I turned to send them east and was facing the curtain...)   
it is rent;   (I was stunned for a few seconds.  As I was sending the Praises, I had 
suddenly known that having the Praises impregnated with all of Him gave Him legal 
access everywhere.  Now I knew because of that the curtain was rent.)   yes, you 
understand;   now fully expect;   
HH)   yes, yes, enter;   into My Holiness;   Oh, Child, Child;   would that you could hear 
My hosts;   chanting, “It Is Rent, It Is Rent”;   with excitement and purpose;   I know you 
are in awe, but yet watching;   sit in silence;   yes, even the winds are howling “It Is 
Rent” ;   as is your arm;   silence;   miracles shall flow;   look beyond;   extended silence;   
eye hath not seen what you shall see;   all trust in Me;   put all trust in Me;   

5-03-16
HP)  (For some reason I thanked the Lord that the curtain was rent.)   My Son comes;   
(silence)   let there be silence before Him;   there must be silence;   Bride, lead it;  go 
forth with Mighty Praises;   shouts of acclamation;  bring all into silence before Him
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8-19-16
HH)  (Hallelujahs in song came forth.)   they are a beautiful part of you that overflows 
melodically;   squelch it not;   not ever;   cherish Our moments;   remember the curtain is 
rent;   freedom of access;   hesitate not;   

9-04-16
HP)     now truly prepare;   yes, remember, the curtain is rent, the curtain is rent, the 
curtain is rent;   be all now so


